The Isle of Man sits in the middle of the Irish Sea and boasts
outstanding natural beauty. Every Easter the Island plays host to an
athletic festival that offers runners something a little bit different.
During it's 45 year history, the Isle of Man Easter Athletics
has built up a great reputation, attracting runners and clubs
and down the country. The friendly nature of the event
mention the fine ales the Island proudly produces) attracts
range of athletes of all abilities and backgrounds.
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from up
(not to
a wide

We think that the
dramatic
scenery,
fantastic people, and
good racing will add
up to a unique
experience.
These
(genuine) comments
from 2006 Athletics
Festival visitors sum
it up pretty welL..
We all really enjoyed the festival. I think most of us who
came from Liverpool will be back next year, hopefully we
will also have a much bigger team. (james, Liverpool)
Just wanted to say a huge thank you to you and all the
people involved in organising this weekend! All of us from
Manchester
had an amazing weekend and will be back
next year in full strength to beat H BT in the running and
retain the drinking title! (Helen, Manchester)
I would like to give the Manx
involved in the festival a huge
and for all the effort for such
hardly walk now dude! Loved
be back (R-ory, Glasgow)

Harriers and everyone
thanks for the hospitality a great weekend, I can
it, and GUHH will definitely

Thanks for a really good weekend. Everyone in our party
really enjoyed themselves
and are already planning on
returning next year. We're going to try and get a bigger
party over next year. (Laura, Liverpool)
The most interesting,

(Robert, Leeds/DOSS

beautiful

10k I have ever done.

AC)

For further information about the 2007 Festival, visit
www.easterfestival.info
or contact Chris Quine
chrisquine@manx.net
(01624) 670521
SO MUCH TO DISCOVER
Quine & Cubbon
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